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A new assembly for measuring surface reflectance in the field was developed and built to fill the gap 

between laboratory and field spectral measurements of the soil surface. This device, named SoilPRO®  

(Soil field PRObe), can be connected to any field spectrometer fiber tip and used to measure 

representative and undisturbed surfaces of different soil types, low grass and artificial materials. Here, 

the SoilPRO is presented and compared to reflectance-measurement methods that are commonly used 

in the laboratory (dark box configuration and the ASD® contact probe) and the field (bare fiber handheld 

by pistol grip and ASD contact probe). The SoilPRO's performance was evaluated by conducting 

continuous tests in the laboratory and outdoors with soil samples, and in the field with five different 

surface types as test targets. The SoilPRO's reflectance products in the field were very similar to those of 

commonly used methods under optimal conditions, while eliminating most of their associated errors. 

The device provides a new approach to spectral data acquisition in the field that enables measuring 

undisturbed soil surfaces while maintaining constant and stable environmental and operational 

conditions. To that end the SoilPRO® was further developed as an objective tool to assess the 

hydrophobicity (HP) status of selected soils using the high data quality of the acquired spectral 

information combined with a chemometric approach. The selected areas for this sampling were orchards 

citrus and avocado plots located in centered Israel. These plots hold variation in HP values as a result of 

different organic matter characteristics originated from irrigation with secondary sewage water and from 

the plants’ litter properties.  The results demonstrated high correlation between the spectral readings of 

the SoilPRO® and the traditional way to measure the hydrophobicity status=(r2= 0.87 RPIQ= 4.61).  This 

test case demonstrates that it is possible to measure HP status by spectroscopy with a large low capacity 

in the filed at any condition using the SoilPRO® assembly. This capability can be adopted to map other 

soil affected areas with hydrophobicity variation such as soils underwent fire.  


